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The history of the Yale School of Medicine is illuminated by the names
of many great men. A distinguished school is a living organism and the
soul which inspires and guides it has been created by the dreams and the
visions which have gone before. In the Yale School of Medicine, no one of
our distinguished leaders has played a greater role in this creative process
than Milton Winternitz.
When "Winter" became our Dean, thirty-three years ago, there were
but five men of professorial rank in the School (one of whom was resigning
at the end of the year) with two professors from other departments of the
University also giving courses to our students. There was but one modern
building, the rest of the instruction being carried on in old and badly
equipped structures scattered over the Yale campus. There were nineteen
students in the graduating class of 1920. During the war years, there was
a very popular pool in one department in which the faculty placed their
bets on one of three future alternatives: continuation of a four-year school,
reduction to a two-year school or entire abandonment of medical education
at Yale.
In 1922, two years after he became Dean, Winternitz prepared a report
on the "Past, Present and Future of the Yale University School of
Medicine" which has been described as "one of the remarkable documents
in the history of medical education." This report visualized the complete
reconstruction and centralization of the physical plant of School and
Hospital; it laid the groundwork for raising the quality of the faculty and
student body to the highest levels; and it envisioned the establishment of a
School of Nursing on a true university basis.
The ideals which should animate the new medical section of the
University were outlined, essentially as follows:
1. Medicine is a progressive science which can advance only in the
spirit of the investigator, to be exercised at the bedside as well as in the
laboratory.
2. Medicine should deal with the welfare of the patient through his
whole life and should visualize the promotion of health as a positive ideal.
It should not concern itself merely with the diagnosis or even the
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3. Medicine, in all its contacts, should be concerned with the whole
man as a human personality, with the mind and the emotions as well as
the heart and the lungs.
By 1935, when Winter's third term as Dean of the School came to an
end, every one of his immediate ideals had been realized. The medical
sciences were housed in a convenient and dignified group of buildings. The
faculty included twenty-seven men of outstanding quality, of professorial
rank. The endowment had been quadrupled since 1920. The first two basic
principles enunciated in 1922, emphasis on research and on "the promotion
of health as a positive ideal," had been measurably realized. The third,
emphasis on "the whole man as a human personality" had made less
progress; but this dream too began to bear fruit in the decade of the Forties.
Truly, this fifteen years was the Golden Age of the Yale School of
Medicine; and Winter was its presiding genius. The task was not easy.
There was inertia and, in some cases, active opposition. But his indomitable
courage and his selfless absorption in the ideals which he visualized
triumphed over obstacles. He raised this School from the rear of the
procession to a place of leadership, and he opened new horizons for the
entire discipline of medical education.
After fifteen years devoted with unswerving energy to administrative
planning, readjustment to the life of a productive scholar must have
presented real problems. It has always seemed to me specially characteristic
of Winter's fibre and resilience that this adjustment was made with prompt-
ness and success. He turned wholeheartedly to the laboratory and initiated
a series of anatomical studies of vascular disease which led to an important
volume on the Biology of Arteriosclerosis. The approach which he
developed is still-in the hands of his colleagues-yielding results on the
relation of acute to chronic vascular disease which promise to be of funda-
mental importance in dealing with the control of disorders of later life
which are becoming more and more central in the public health program
of the present day.
During the Second World War-as during the First-Winternitz led in
the Army research on war gases. He was largely instrumental in securing
appropriations for the Medical Research Laboratory at Edgewood Arsenal,
and in organizing the Coordination Center for information in regard to
insect and rodent control, which is proving highly fruitful at the present
time.
He has passed on with undiminished energy and enthusiasm to new
duties as Acting Chairman of the Division of Medical Sciences of the
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National Research Council. At New Haven, we shall sorely miss his vivid
energy, his explosive and illuminating comments, his questioning spirit, and
his basic loyalties. But he will not be forgotten by those who love Yale and
by those who believe in a great future for the medical sciences and for
medical education.
What I had the privilege of saying to Winter fifteen years ago, I say once
more: "Times change, and men, and manners. But visions in the end
prevail; and those visions, which you have built into the very fabric of this
University and into the very fiber of its collective mind, will come to their
realization and will beget new and wider visions in the days to come."